Metabolism in the age of 'omes'.
Much research in comparative physiology is now performed using 'omics' tools and many results are interpreted in terms of the effects of changes in gene expression on energy metabolism. However, 'metabolism' is a complex phenomenon that spans multiple levels of biological organization. In addition rates and directions of flux change dynamically under various physiological circumstances. Within cells, message level cannot be equated with protein level because multiple mechanisms are at play in the 'regulatory hierarchy' from gene to mRNA to enzyme protein. This results in many documented instances wherein change in mRNA levels and change in enzyme levels are unrelated. It is also known from metabolic control analysis that the influence of single steps in pathways on flux is often small. Flux is a system property and its control tends to be distributed among multiple steps. Consequently, change in enzyme levels cannot be equated with change in flux. Approaches developed by Hans Westerhoff and colleagues, called 'hierarchical regulation analysis', allow quantitative determination of the extent to which 'hierarchical regulation', involving change in enzyme level, and 'metabolic regulation', involving the modulation of the activity of preexisting enzyme, regulate flux. We outline these approaches and provide examples to show their applicability to problems of interest to comparative physiologists.